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ABSTRACT

The focus of this study was on the use of journal writing and worksheets in the

area of social studies within an elementary suburban school. The researcher designed

this study to determine if there was a difference in children's social studies test scores

when they completed journaling activities or when they completed worksheets.

The subjects in the study were 5' grade students who attended a suburban

elementary school. They ranged in age from nine to eleven, with age ten being the mean.

They were mostly middle class, American-born Caucasians, but there were at least six

students who lived in lower class homes and/or came from other countries. The students'

economic status and/or heritage were not considered a necessary part of the research.

The students were grouped according to which social studies class they attended.

Overall, the number of subjects in the study was thirty-six, fourteen students from one

class and twenty-two students from another class.

Each group of students had the opportunity to journal and do worksheets for equal

amounts of time during the study. For example, during the first unit taught, class one did

journal activities for four days and then took a test. Class two completed worksheets for

four days and then took a test. After the first unit was over, the class that had not

journaled completed journaling activities for the first four days of the second unit. Also,

the class who had journaled during the first unit completed worksheets during the second

unit. This entire process was completed so that each class had the opportunity to

complete two units with journaling and two units with worksheets. One type of test was

used in this research study. After four days of journaling or worksheet activities, the



subjects were given a unit test. The unit test came from the publishing company of the

social studies curriculum, Silver Burdett & Ginn.

The statistical analysis of this project focused on the mean scores of the students'

tests after the students worked with either journaling activities or worksheets. Since four

complete units were taught, all of the unit test scores were combined to find the results.

The individual units were not examined because the researcher was interested in the

teaching as a whole and not on the separate units.

In analyzing the data for this project, there was no statistically significant

difference between the test scores of the subjects after they journaled than with the test

scores of the subjects after they used worksheets. Since the test scores showed no

statistically significant results, there was no effect on social studies learning due to the

use of journal writing activities.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Significance of the Problem

Current trends in elementary education have turned to journaling as a means to

teach children. English and reading have included journaling activities for years. All

ages of students have benefitted from the use of journal writing, from pre-school to adult

age. In more recent years, a movement in education has encouraged teachers to use

journal writing in other classes besides English and reading. In light of this movement, a

study that uses journaling activities in social studies classes is important. Social studies

may seem laborious and uninteresting for some students. Journal writing applied to the

teaching of social studies could develop the students' pursuits of social studies. While

conducting a study on the use of journal writing verses worksheets in social studies, a

researcher could see if any significant improvement would be made in the subjects' test

scores.

Statement of the Problem

The presented study tests whether or not journal writing helps children improve

their social studies knowledge. By having students write a variety of journal entries, the

researcher observed the changes made in the subjects' social studies test scores. The

different types of journal writing included mind mapping, art journaling, creative writing,

and reflective journaling. Since journal writing has become a popular method of

teaching, this study may shed new light on the use of this activity in the classroom.

1
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Definition of Terms

Art Journaling For the purpose of this study, this type of journaling activity involved

the students drawing a picture of the information the researcher requests of them.

Creative Writing This term describes a procedure that involves the higher level

thinking skill of creating a product with writing. Examples of what types of activities the

students were asked to complete in this category included predicting the endings to certain

historical events, pretending they are famous leaders, or rewriting the ending to a historical

event.

Journaling For the purpose of this study, journaling is as an activity in which the

students were asked to write or draw their thoughts on a piece of paper. The types of

journaling activities the students used to communicate their thoughts were art journaling,

creative writing, mind mapping, and reflective journaling.

Mind Mapping This journal activity involved the students creating a web that

will help them brainstorm and organize their thoughts. The webs had a center circle that

contained words that described the topic of the day. From this circle, the students drew

other circles that connect to the center circle. These secondary circles contained

information that related to the center circle. The process of creating other circles

continued, with the end result being a web of ideas about the main topic.

Reflective Journaling This type of journal writing gave the students a chance to

evaluate topics in social studies that were covered throughout the unit. Students had the

opportunity through this activity to express their opinions and feelings.

12
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Limitations

The subjects were already assigned to the class by the principal of the school. Since

the principal has the job of creating the class size and distribution, the researcher had to

work with the number and distribution given to her. Therefore, the researcher was unable

to choose randomly the subjects of the study.

The social studies material was based on the social studies curriculum provided by

the county's school system. Silver, Burdette, & Ginn publishes the school system's social

studies curriculum. Each school system has the opportunity to choose its own social studies

curriculum, leaving the researcher restricted to the county's choice. The units in which the

researcher compared journaling activities to handout activities were: "Spanish Settlement

in America," "English Settlement in America," "The New England Colonies," and "The

Southern Colonies." The county also chooses the tests that the students are required to take

in order to pass the social studies curriculum. These tests are also published by Silver,

Burdette, and Ginn.

The time allowed for the study was short due to the amount of material that had to

be covered in the county's chosen social studies curriculum. The particular curriculum the

county chose covers geography skills plus all of American history. Since the county requires

that all the social studies curriculum be covered in one year, the researcher was not allowed

to teach each unit as thoroughly as she would have liked.

The students' differing levels of reading and writing abilities may have had an effect

on the results of the study. The classes the researcher was given to work with contained a

variety of skill levels ranging from a 2" to 6th grade level.

13
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The interest levels of the students in the areas of writing and social studies may have

also had an effect on the results. Some of the students love to write, while others hate this

activity. Some students love social studies, while others hate it.

Assumptions

The ability level of the subjects was distributed normally throughout the class. The

students were representative of 5th graders in this school. The principal of the school tries

to equally distribute the students in all the classes so that teachers are given equally

distributed classes.

The researcher and the classroom teacher taught the units in the same manner. The

fact that the researcher saw how the teacher conducts the class enabled the researcher to

teach with the same methods as the regular classroom teacher.

The tests the subjects took have been proven to accurately test knowledge in the area

of social studies. Curriculum companies take the time to test their products so their book

tests should be reliable enough to use.

Hypothesis

There will be no difference in knowledge, as measured by a book test to the .05

level, between students who study social studies with journal writing and those students

who study social studies using worksheets

4



Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Journal Writing in Various Academic Courses

Teachers have used journaling in a variety of academic courses. They have also used

a variety of journals, including personal journals, literature response journals, content area

journals, double entry journals, inquiry journals, and writer's notebooks (Manning, p. 91-

92). In language arts, teachers have used the technique of journaling for years. One study

by Alexander and Budd had ninth grade students using journals during a study on the

Holocaust. Throughout the unit, the students kept a journal "for reflection and [for] a source

of dialogue" (Alexander, p. 1). For instance, the students wrote in their journals their own

definition for the word "indifference" (Alexander, p. 1).

Another example of the use of journaling in the area of language arts involves

English as a second language (ESL) students. Teachers have often struggled with building

the writing confidence of these students. Reid explored this topic in an action-based

research project. She tried to answer the following questions:

1. What effect will the use of dialogue journals in ESL class have on students who
lack confidence in their writing ability; specifically, will these writers'
conventional spelling and length of discourse increase over a span of one
semester?

2. What effect will these dialogue journals have on the students' attitudes about
writing; specifically, will these students express a more positive attitude toward
writing after engaging in dialogue journaling for one semester? (Reid, p. 1).

Reid had the students keep a dialogue journal ("a written conversation in which a

student and teacher communicate regularly... over a semester, school year, or course" [Reid,

p. 1]) three times a week for 15 minutes during one semester. The group of students she

5
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dealt with included 10 ESL sixth graders in an urban public school located in the

Midwestern United States. Before the study began, Reid gave her students a 10-item survey

that identified their feelings about writing. At the conclusion of her project, Reid's students

showed more fluency and conventional spelling in their papers. The students' attitudes

towards writing had also changed for the better. Reid's research indicates that journals

seemed to help ESL students with their writing abilities and attitudes (Reid, pp. 2-3).

In additkon to language arts, journal writing is more commonly discussed in other

academic courses. Jurdak and Zein wanted to see if middle school students would

experience achievement and have attitude changes towards math through the use of

journaling. The 104 children selected for the study were between the ages of 11 and 13

and attended the International College in Beirut, Lebanon, where English or French was

the spoken language. The students were divided into two groups: the journal writing

(JW) group and the no-journal-writing (NJW) group. For a period of 12 weeks, the JW

group and the NJW group were taught the same math lessons. However, the JW group

spent the last 7-10 minutes of class doing an instructor led journaling activity, while the

NLW group spent the last 7-10 minutes of class doing math exercises (Jurdak, pp. 1-2).

In order to test the subjects, the researchers used the Mathematical Evaluation

Test (MET). This test measures conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge,

problem-solving, and mathematical communication. To test for an attitude change in the

subjects, an Attitude Towards Mathematical Questionnaire was given to the students

before and after the study was done. For three parts of the MET (conceptual

understanding, procedural knowledge, and mathematical communication), the scores of
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the JW group was significantly higher then the NJW group. However, the last part of the

test (problem solving) showed no significant difference in the scores of the JW and NJW

groups. The results of the attitude survey demonstrated that the negative attitudes

towards math were not improved. Therefore, even though journaling may not improve

the attitude of students, writing can positively affect the learning patterns for students in

the area of mathematics (Jurdak, pp. 3-7).

Taylor wrote a proposal claiming the significance of writing in the area of

mathematics. Since the fourth goal of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

(NCTM) is for students to learn to communicate mathematically, she feels that students

should "be given opportunities to use all communication vehicles available" (Taylor, p.

abstract). Journals are such a vehicle. Writing is a tool that lends itself to all subject

areas. This activity "increases learning and as such must not be limited to the language

arts classroom" (Taylor, p. 1). Ways that Taylor proposes that journals could be used in

math include "focused or unfocused diary-like entries; teacher-directed reflections on

specific lessons, conceptes, or problems;" (p. 2) and vocabulary listing.

Taylor's reasons for feeling so strongly about journal writing in mathematics

include:

1. Writing gives students a vehicle to sort out and clarify their thoughts,

2. Standardized and other math tests require that students know how to read and
write,

3. Writing lets students discover and pinpoint their problems with math concepts,

4. Students learn to use math vocabulary to describe concepts and express
mathematical problems,
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5. Writing "legitimizes the content of the curriculum and gives students a reason
for getting information" (p. 6),

6. Writing forces students to learn a concept rather than remember a trick, and

7. Students' writings can inform the teacher of the class' progress (pp. 3-10).

Language arts teachers and math teachers have seen the significance of

journal writing, but what about the teachers of the other school subjects? Educators in the

fields of technology, physical education, and social studies have also used the technique

of journaling in the classroom. In a technology study, Davidson and Maurer used

journaling to increase students' competency in word processing skills. They focused on

five groups of first grade students. The students were to write the day's date as well as

three or four sentences for their teacher-prompted journal topic. There was to be an

improvement in the children's word processing skills as well as an improvement in their

attitudes towards writing. Though these improvements were not confirmed through

statistical analysis, the observations made by the researchers suggested improvement in

word processing and attitudes towards writing. Through technology and journaling, the

first graders became actively engaged in learning (Davidson, pp.1-2).

During a physical education study by Gregait, Johnson, and Nielsen, journaling was

used as a way for students to self-assess their performance in gym class (Gregait et al., pp.

1-6). Both seventh grade and fifth grade students participated in this study. The seventh

grade students attend a Junior High in which they switched classes for all subjects, including

physical education. The physical education program at this Junior High focuses on team
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sports, such as basketball and volleyball. The fifth graders in the study attend two different

elementary schools that are comprised of about the same populations (Gregait, pp. 1-6).

During the study, the students were taught cooperative group strategies, how to

use reflective journals, and how to set appropriate goals for themselves. The teachers

also used rubrics to evaluate the students' participation in the self-evaluation process

(Gregait, p. 21). The journaling part of this process lasted for six units, in which the

subjects wrote in the journals once a week. They reflected on the day's activity and set

future goals for themselves (Gregait, pp. 25-26). Surveys on how the students felt about

self-evaluation during physical education were given before and after the study. The

surveys showed that there was a significant improvement in the students' attitudes

toward self-evaluation (Gregait, p. 30). The journals were found to be extremely

effective. As the study progressed, the entries became longer and more deliberately

written. The students enjoyed having a place to express their feelings about physical

education activities they had participated in. The students were even curious when the

journals were no longer used in the physical education program (Gregait, pp. 37-38).

Journal writing has also been used in social studies. Ellis conducted a study on the

use of dialectic journals in a third grade social studies class. After a lesson was presented

by the classroom teachers, the students wrote in their journals during a social studies unit

entitled "Communities Need Each Other." They were to comment on the following

statements in their journals: What I Learned, What it Means, What It Means to Me and My

Family, and What It Means to the World. A new category was introduced every week. After
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a time of brainstorming about journal topics for the category, the children would write an

entry in groups of four or five students (Ellis, p. 1).

The results of Ellis' study included the students seeing the "Bigger Picture,"

reflecting on differences found in other communities, exploring the "What Ifs" for a topic,

realizing the importance of goodwill between countries, and reflecting on the importance

of cultural acceptance. During the interviews, the children expressed their feelings about

dialectic journals. They enjoyed working with them. They found that the discussion and the

writing down of their ideas enabled them to remember more of the social studies

information. The students also enjoyed having a way to communicate with the teacher every

week (Ellis, pp. 2-3).

Finally, Ellis discovered the teachers' feelings about the journals. She found them

helpful when evaluating the students. Even though the journals took a great deal of time and

commitment, the teacher thought the benefits of the journals far outweighed the time

involved (Ellis, p. 3). By doing a qualitative study on the use of journaling in social studies,

Ellis found the activity to be beneficial in the classroom.

Teachers do debate the significance of journal writing in any of the academic

subjects. In a series of e-mails, Ohanian and Power decided to debate the topic of

journaling. Ohanian took a stand against journaling while Power supported journal writing.

Ohanian claims that children are not developmentally ready for journaling- it is an activity

for adults. She also believes that children should not have their personal thoughts and

feelings graded. Power gave rebuttal, saying Ohanian is limiting the definition of what a

journal is. Journal writing is a time for a student to learn from his or her mistakes in the
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writing process and to be challenged to be a better writer and thinker. The main difference

between a student and an adult is that the student is still receiving a formal education

(Ohanian, pp. 3-5).

Mind Mapping

Mind mapping can be used as a journaling activity. The British author Buzan created

this concept from his study of the functions of the human brain. Since the right brain thinks

in pictures and the left brain thinks in words, he decided to devise a method that enabled

people to organize information visually and verbally (Buzan 1974, pp. 14-15). Mind maps

are created "on unlined paper using color, symbols, picture, and key words" (Margulies, p.

8). This process allows a person to use his or her whole brain during the brainstorming and

organizing of ideas (Margulies, pp. 1-8).

The practical uses for mind mapping are wide and varied. Buzan instructs adults

on how the map can be used in the following areas of their lives: personal, family,

educational, business and professional, and the future (Buzan 1990, pp. 175-283).

During a National Public Health Partnership and VicHealth Conference, participants

used the mind mapping technique to brainstorm solutions to problems such as global

recession and emerging diseases (Critical, p. 1). Many business organizations are

training their employees in the use of mind mapping through workshops offered by

organizations like MindManager InfoCentre (Mind, p. 1).

Since mind mapping is becoming such an important training technique, children also

need to be exposed to the methodology. Mind mapping is an ideal method to use with

children. Children "explain their ideas best through speech and language" (Strategies, p.
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13). Mapping allows them to freely contribute ideas as they form. Since this strategy is

"useful in all areas of the curriculum" (Strategies, p. 13), it could be made easily into a

journaling activity.

Mind maps enable students to do the following:

1. Become familiar with topics,

2. [Be encouraged towards] lateral thinking,

3. [Be interested] in a subject, even amongst the less able, and

4. [Display their work] in the classroom ( Strategies, p. 17).

At Camp Invention in Akron, Ohio, students use mind mapping as a problem

solving tool. This camp is a "one-week, hands-on science and creativity camp which [is]

hosted for children entering grades two-six" (Collins and DeBerry, p. 46). During this

week of camp, students participate in integrated, thematic Science units. In order to

effectively solve the various science problems put before them, the students practice

mind mapping to "integrate right and left brain processing styles" (Collins and DeBerry,

p. 47). Mind mapping is a way to not only help creativity soar in science, it can also be

used in social studies journaling.

Art Journaling

Art journaling is another journaling activity. Infamous journal writers, such as

Leonardo da Vinci, have been called creators because of their sketching out of ideas for

inventions in science and in art (Janesick, p. 514). Karen Ernst, an elementary school

teacher, keeps a sketch journal every year in order to model the idea that "art and writing are
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partners in literacy" (Ernst 1997, p. 1). Her school has adopted this statement as one of its

philosophies.

Not only does she keep a sketch journal at school, she also records her vacations with

pictures and words. While looking through her Alaska sketch journal, she began to wonder

how drawing every day might be beneficial for her students. She therefore resolved to have

her class keep their own sketch journals throughout the school year (Ernst 1998b, pp. 1-2).

If the students keep the sketch journals, they will be more likely to make art part of their

everyday lives (Ernst 1997, p. 77).

Ernst also finds that art journaling is a good way to help her students reflect.

Towards the end of the school year, she has her students isolate themselves and look over

their past journal entries. Then, after they have had a chance to review the pictures and

words, they pick a favorite memory from the school year and re-create it. They can revisit

this memory by drawing a picture, writing a poem, or choosing some other way to express

their feelings (Ernst 1998, pp. 34-35). Ernst feels strongly that the purpose of the sketch

journal for herself is "to observe the world, to write, to think, to make meaning and to re-

read them to revise [her] teaching" (Ernst 1998, p. 35).

Copying pictures provides another way for students to use art journals as inspiration

for writing. When learners re-create famous paintings, such as works done by Georgia

O'Keefe, they will learn "techniques from the artist, get ideas for [their] own work and make

connections to ideas for writing" (Ernst daSilva 2000a, p. 30). Also, just looking at these

great works of art or picture books can guide students in their writing (Ernst daSilva 2000b,
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p. 38). Observing and creating drawings seems to help learners with their writing abilities,

including journal writing.

Creative Writing

Creative writing can also be used as a journaling activity. Creative writing can be

defined in a number of ways. Some people claim creativity comes in "mysterious bursts of

inspiration" (Lindskoog, p. 16). Maybury states that creative writing is "concerned with

encouraging children to use what they have within themselves" (Percy, p. 1), such as their

hopes, dreams, and heartaches. A high school student defines creative writing as "the

expressive thoughts that flow from one's mind onto the piece of paper" (Percy, p. 1).

Though people have different views on creative writing, all of them seem to agree on one

factor-- creative writing is a tool for self-expression (Percy, p. 3).

There are many ways to write creatively. Cheng investigates ten different ways to

write: Standard Language, Personal Narrative, Descriptive, Dialogue, Labyrinth Style,

Internal Monologue, Impact/Tempo, Stream of Consciousness, Balanced Structure, and

Counterpoint (Cheng, pp. 1-5). Rainer claims that there are seven techniques for journal

writing: lists, map of consciousness, guided imagery, altered point of view, unsent letters,

dialogues, and portraits (Janesick, pp. 514-515). By examining the variety of styles of

writing that are available, a person can easily write in his/her journal in a creative fashion.

Reflective Journaling

Reflective Journal writing is probably one of the most commonly used types of

journaling. A variety of studies that use this type of writing can be found. One such study

by Vojnovich investigates the possibility that reflective journaling can improve students'
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motivation in the secondary classroom. Joliet High School teachers were surveyed about

the motivation of their students, and the discovery was that transfer students had much more

motivation to succeed in the classroom than the students who had grown up in the Joliet

school system. Therefore, there was a need for this study (Vojnovich, p. 5).

The students participated in cooperative learning situations, reflective journal writing

once a week for 15 minutes, and mental energizers that involved critical thinking (p. 20).

By counting the number of bad conduct reports that were given before, during, and after the

study, Vojnovich was able to determine the motivation level of the students. By the end of

the study, the negative conduct reports were reduced from 27 to 15. This reduction

demonstrates how reflective journaling can motivate students in school (pp. 31-32).

Another study conducted by Carter was completed through interviews, student

surveys, and informal conversations with students in order to determine if journaling could

help college teacher education students reflect on teaching techniques. Professor Carter had

his students write in journals on a variety of topics throughout his class. He discovered that

the majority of the students enjoyed the journaling activity and that it made them reflect

upon the topics being taught in the class (Carter, pp. 1-5).

Using reflective journals involves students actually "reflecting on experience"

(Taggart, p. 90). In classrooms such as Sunderman's, reflective writing is an important

part of the students' learning. At the beginning of her The Lord of the Flies literature

unit, Sunderman takes her class outside, giving them only the instructions, "Your plane

has crashed on this island, and I am dead. You will have to survive on this island until

someone finds you and rescues you" (Sunderman, p. 49). The students have to go
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outside for the next four days and try to survive on the island. For homework after each

of the four days, the students reflected in their journals about the time they spent in class.

Because of the creativity of the unit, the students were eager to reflect on this experience

(Sunderman, p. 50). Using reflective journaling in Social Studies could prove to be as

valuable to the researcher as it was to Sunderman.

6



Chapter 3

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Selection of Subjects

The thirty-six subjects of this study were from two different classrooms, fourteen

in one class and twenty-two in another. The subjects in this study ranged in age from

nine to eleven, with age ten being the mean. Their intelligence level was assumed to be

equally distributed. There were students with above average intelligence and students

with below average intelligence. For the most part, their standardized test scores showed

the students' intelligence levels were average to above average. There were mostly

middle class, American-born Caucasians in the class, but there were at least six students

who lived in lower class homes and/or were from other countries. The subjects attended

a suburban Eastern Tennessee public school that contained 750 students, of which 16%

received free lunch. The school's grade levels range from K- 5th grade. These subjects

were all in the 56 grade.

Testing Procedures

The tests that were used were book tests. The publishing company of the Social

Studies curriculum, Silver Burdett & Ginn, created tests for the end of each of the Social

Studies chapters. Since four chapters were taught, four tests were used.

The subjects each had the opportunity to journal during the study. One class

journaled for the first four days of the first unit taught by the researcher. On the fifth day

of the unit they took a test. The other class did not journal during the first unit, but did

worksheets instead. After the first unit was over, the class who had not journaled got to

17
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journal for the first four days of the second unit taught by the researcher. During the

second unit, the class who journaled first then worked with worksheets. This entire

process was repeated so that each class had completed two units with journaling and two

units with worksheets (see Appendix C).

Each of the days the students journaled involved a different type of journaling

activity. On day one, the students did mind mapping. During day two, the students

created a drawing in their journals. Creative writing was the method of journal writing

on day three. Day four found the students reflecting in their journals upon the knowledge

they had gained during the unit taught by the researcher (see Appendix D) .

In order to control the experiment, the students got to spend only the last ten minutes

of the class time journaling or doing worksheets. They did not get to write any more or any

less. They were required to work the entire ten minutes. The researcher made certain that

the teaching time before the journal writing did not run too long. In order to motivate the

subjects to do their best on the journals, the researcher graded the journal entries for effort.

Time on Task

The study occurred over a period of six weeks. This enabled the researcher to teach

four Social Studies units, each lasting about seven days.

Statistical Analysis

In order to compare the outcomes of the unit tests, the researcher compared the four

unit post-test scores. The students experienced two five-day periods of journal writing and

two five-day periods of worksheets. Each of the two groups had this experience. All

journaling scores were grouped together and all worksheet scores were grouped together.

n 8
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The means of these two groups were compared with a t-test. There was a combination of

two sets for one combined result in one t-test. The scores from the test in which the students

used journal writing were compared to the scores of the tests in which the students did

worksheets. There was thirty-six scores for journaling and thirty-six scores for worksheets.



Chapter 4

RESULTS

Analysis of the Data

The scores of all the unit tests were combined for the statistical analysis of this

project since the researcher's hypothesis did not examine each unit separately. Thirty-six

students were involved in the study. Since the students participated in the worksheet

groups and the journaling groups twice, there were seventy-two sets of scores for the

worksheet groups and seventy-two sets of scores for the journaling groups. Therefore,

seventy-two sets of student test data were used in the analysis of the results.

The researcher needed to determine if the worksheet group and the journaling

group were relatively equal, therefore a t-test was run to compare all the worksheet group

test scores with the journaling group test scores. There was no statistically significant

difference between the two groups (see TABLE 1).

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF MEANS OF WORKSHEETS AND JOURNALING GROUPS

Groups N Mean Mean Std. Error t-ratio Sig.
Difference of Means 2-Tailed

Worksheets 72 85.08

-1.08 1.61 -.674 .502*

Journaling 72 86.17

*Not Significant

20
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Acceptance or Rejection of the Hypothesis

The study's data indicated that there was no statistically significant difference in

Social Studies knowledge between children who used journal writing than those who

used worksheets when tested at the .05 level of significance. The hypothesis was

retained.



Chapter 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Research Study

The results of this study showed that there was no stastically significant

difference in learning social studies using journal writing activities and learning social

studies using worksheets. Even though there was a lack of statistical significance, the

use of journaling during social studies appeared to increase many of the students' interest

in the topic. This study also enabled the students to think on their own about the social

studies topics, due to the nature of the journaling activities.

Conclusions

The results of this study will be of great benefit for those teachers who desire to

encourage students in their writing endeavors. While the results were not statistically

significant, the mean results of the study showed the journaling group average being 1.09

points higher than the worksheets group average. Due to this slight difference in

averages, it is possible that a larger sample group would lead to results that were

statistically significant.

The difference in mean scores could also be a result of the journal activities

which centered around the creative process . The creative process encouraged the

subjects to analyze the social studies material. This analysis apparently caused the

students to become more aware of the material, making them slightly more apt to

remember it. However, a greater sample of students would need to be tested in order to

draw a firmer conclusion.

22
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Recommendations

During the study, the researcher observed some areas which could be improved or

changed for future studies. First, any future research needs to be conducted with a

greater number of subjects. It is possible that the lack of statistical significance could be

attributed to only thirty-six students being involved in the study.

A second part of the study that should be examined further is the time involved

on each unit. The researcher was limited by the amount of time that could be spent on

the unit. If the subjects were allowed more time for journaling, there might have been a

greater difference in the results.

Even though there was a lack of statistical significance between the worksheets

and journaling groups, the students benefited from the study. Not only were they

encouraged to think on a higher level when they journaled, they were also given an

opportunity to practice writing down their thoughts. One of the students learned through

the study that she enjoyed writing and now keeps a writing journal of her own. Any type

of educational activity that encourages students to pursue learning on their own is

beneficial, despite its lack of statistical significance.

It is recommended that this study be replicated in other educational settings with

subjects of different ages. The study's results may vary due to the suburban setting and

the age of the students. To achieve the best results with this study, it needs to be tried

with all levels and socio-economic groups of students. With a variety of students being

studied, a more reliable conclusion could be made about learning with worksheets versus

journal writing in social studies.
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Appendix A

Knox County Schools

Permission to Conduct Research

October 13, 1999

TO: Ms. Vicki Andrews, Principal, West Hills Elementary School

Subject of Research: Social studies instruction
Name of Researcher: Ms. Amber Hockman
Position: Graduate student, JBC
Supervisor/Associate (if applicable): Dr. Chris Templar

Ms. Amber Hockman has received permission to contact you concerning her
research study entitled, "A Comparison of Social Studies Journal Writing in the
Classroom with Social Studies Worksheets in the Classroom." Although this study has
been approved at the central office level, it is our policy to allow the building-level
administrator the right to accept or reject a given research project for his/her school or
administrative unit.- If youave questions-or concerns about this project, telephone me
at 594-1740. Thank you for your careful consideration of this study.

Samuel E. Bratton, Jr.
Coordinator of Research and Evaluation

Project No. 012

xc: Ms. Lalloka 0. Rhodes, Coordinator of Elementary Schools
Ms. Amber Hockman
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Appendix B

West Hills Elementary
409 Vanosdale Dr.

Knoxville, TN 37909
November 16, 1999

Dear Parent(s) and/or Guardians,
For the past two weeks, I have been working with your students in Social Studies

class. My name is Amber Hockman, and I am Mrs. Poppen's intern for this year. She
has turned over to me the responsibility of teaching both her students and Mrs.
Tarricone's students in the area of Social Studies. We are presently learning about the
various Native American tribes.

Starting November 29, I will begin conducting a research project with my Social
Studies students. I desire to see if journaling activities or worksheets better prepare the
students for a test. For two Social Studies Units, your child will do journal activities. For
two other Units he/she will do worksheets instead of joumaling. The instruction I will
give them while they journal or do worksheets will be the same. They will also continue
to receive guides to study for their tests.

I would like to be able to use the results of each child's test scores in my final
report. The children's names and even their school will remain anonymous in my report.
However, in order to use this information, I need to have parent/guardian permission. I f
you are or are not willing to let me use your child's anonymous scores in my report,
please answer accordingly at the bottom on the page. Return your answer as soon as
possible. I will keep you updated on the project's progress over the next few weeks.

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me at my home phone
number, 251-7704, in the evenings before 10:00 pm. Thank you for your support!

Intern Teacher:
Mentor Teacher:
Principal:

Put a check by one of following blanks:

I do give my permission for my child's, , test
scores to be used in Amber Hockman's research project report on "Using Journaling
verses Handouts in Social Studies Class."

I do not give my permission for my child's, , test
scores to be used in Amber Hockman's research project report on "Using Journaling
verses Handouts in Social Studies Class."
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Appendix C

JOURNALING AND WORKSHEET SCHEDULE

Unit Journaling Worksheets

One Class One Class Two

Two Class Two Class One

Three Class One Class Two

Four Class Two Class One
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Appendix D

Journaling Activities

Unit One: "Spanish Settlement in America"

Journal Type Activity

Mind Map Mind map the chapter's information on
the Spanish Exploration (different

explorers, what they did, why they came,
etc.).

Art Journal Draw a cartoon strip of Cortez's
exploration.

Creative Writing Pretend you are the explorer Ponce de
Leon. Describe you feelings since as you

try to locate the fountain of youth.

Reflective Journal Give your opinion on the following
question: "Were the Spanish correct in

the way they treated the Native
Americans? Why or why not?"

Unit Two: "English Settlement in America"

Journal Type Activity

Mind Map Mind map the supplies you would need
(including food, people, weapons, etc.) in
order to lead a British exploration of the

Americas.

Art Journal Draw a picture of what might have
happened to the colony of Jamestown.

Creative Writing Pretend you are a British explorer.
Describe you first encounter with the

Americas.

Reflective Journal Give your opinion on the following
question: "Was it nessesary for the

English to come to America? Why or
why not?"
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Unit Three: "The New England Colonies"

Journal Type Activity

Mind Map Mind map the creation of the New
England colonies (who started them, why

they were started, etc.).

Art Journal Create a postcard that you could send
back to your family in England. The front
must have a scene from New England life

depicted on it.

Creative Writing Pretend you a New England child.
Describe a normal day's schedule for you.

Reflective Journal Explain the reasons why people came to
live in New England.

Unit Four: "The Southern Colonies"

Journal Type Activity

Mind Map Mind map the three different lifestyles
located in the Southern colonies:

Plantation owners, small farm owners,
and slaves.

Art Journal Draw a picture of what a plantation might
have looked like in the Southern colonies.

Creative Writing Pretend you are a slave or a slave owner.
Write a diary entry about a day in your

life.

Reflective Journal Debate whether or not slavery was
necessary for the Southern colonies

existence.
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